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David: _________________________?
Jason:  Yes, I’ve tried it three times.
David: __________________________? 
Jason: Last summer vacation in Belgium.
David: ________________________?
Jason: Of course, It was incredible. You should try it, too.
David: I don’t think so. It is very frightening for me.

Which of the following doesn’t complete the conversation?

A)
B)
C)
D)

What was the thing you liked most
When did you do it last
Was it fantastic
Have you ever tried bungee jumping

Kate ___
According to the email messages, which of the following completes the sentence given above the best?

A)
C)

is organising a birthday party for Sue.
is bringing some cookies.

B)
D)

agrees to come to the party.
invites Sue  to the party.
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3.

Melisa,Gonca,Ayla and Damla are buddies. They want to attend this program. Melisa is 9 years old, Ayla is same 
age with Melisa. Damla is 11 years old and Gonca is 2 years older than Damla.

According to the information and poster these activities are NOT suitable for…………

A)
C)

Ayla
Gonca

4.

B)
D)

Melisa
Damla

Sheldon: Hey Leonard, what about having a chess night tonight?
Leonard: Well, that sounuds bad. I’m free tonight but to be honest I’m not into boardgames.
Sheldon: Ok, what do you want to do?
Leonard: ...

Which of the followings completes the dialog best?

A)
C)

I want some orangejuice.
I’d like to play backgammon.

……
       People communicated in different ways in the past. For example; Chinese soldiers used 
smoke as a means of communication from one mountain to another to warn their commanders. 
Another way of it was letter carrying birds. By the time fax replaced with birds and smoke. After 
that, in 1876 Graham Bell invented the first telephone.Then the television  was invented by John 
Logie Baird in 1927. Finally the internet got into our lives in 1983.

What is the best title for this text?

A)
C)

Usage of Internet
History of communication   

B)
D)

Invention of television                    
Advantages of Internet

B)
D)

Sorry, I have to finish my school project.
I prefer going out and chat with friends.

5.
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6.

7.

8.

       ………………………………………………….
• Playing online games
• Listening to music
• Reading online books
• Watching online videos
• Looking for holidays or concerts tickets
• Reading about your hobbies
• Keeping up-to-date with the news and sporting events

These are some of the things you can do on the net. 
Which of the following can be the best title for this category of the uses of the internet?

A)
C)

Exploring the world
Communication

B)
D)

Leisure and Entertainment
Research and Homework

Which of the following is NOT mentioned  above?

A)
C)

Food ingredients   
Steps of cooking   

B)
D)

Chicken Salad Recipe    
Tips for cooking

Good afternoon. It’s Rudy. Could you put me through the manager, please?
I’m afraid she is not available right now. Would you like to leave a massage?
Hello, It’s Fast and Furious Rental Cars. How can I help you?
It’s alright. I can call back later.

Put the sentences into a correct order to make a meaningful conversation.

III – I – II – IV                 
IV – II – III – I          

I-
II-
III-
IV-

I – III – IV – II                  
II – I – III - IV

A)
C)

B)
D)
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 This pie shows the results of a survey about extreme sports and the favourite ones chosen by teenagers.

According to the pie chart above, which of the following is NOT TRUE?

A)
B)
C)
D)

The teens prefer  rafting to kayaking.
The teens prefer canoing to scuba diving.
Canoing and scuba diving have the same rate.
Kayaking has the least rate in the pie.

Which of the followings is NOT CORRECT according the sentences above?

A)
B)
C)
D)

Mert isn’t fond of using internet .
Merve can probably be upset if internet connection is broken.
All of them states  same reasons to use internet.
Funda and Engin  can spend longer time than Mert.

9.

10.



CEVAP ANAHTARI

SORU NO. CEVAP

1 A

2 D

3 C

4 B

5 C

6 B

7 A

8 D

9 B

10 C


